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Abstract: A common approach to genome annotation
involves the use of homology-based tools for the prediction
of the functional role of proteins. The quality of functional
annotations is dependent on the reference data used, as
such, choosing the appropriate sources is crucial. Unfor-
tunately, no single reference data source can beuniversally
considered the gold standard, thus using multiple refer-
ences could potentially increase annotation quality and
coverage. However, this comes with challenges, particu-
larly due to the introduction of redundant and exclusive
annotations. Through text mining it is possible to identify
highly similar functional descriptions, thus strengthening
the confidence of the final protein functional annotation
and providing a redundancy-free output. Here we present
UniFunc, a text mining approach that is able to detect
similar functional descriptions with high precision.
UniFunc was built as a small module and can be indepen-
dently used or integrated into protein function annotation
pipelines. By removing the need to individually analyse and
compare annotation results, UniFunc streamlines the com-
plementary use of multiple reference datasets.

Keywords: natural language processing; protein function
annotation; text mining; UniFunc.

Introduction

Protein function annotation is the process of identifying
regions of interest in a protein sequence and assigning a
certain biological function to these regions. It enables the
understanding of the physiology and role of single or
multiple organisms in a community/ecosystem, which is
particularly important to define themetabolic capacities of
newly sequenced organisms or communities (Stein 2001).
Function assignment is based on reference data, such that
if we have an unknownprotein Xwhich is similar to protein
Y (e.g., by sequence or structure similarity) then we can
infer these proteins share the same function(s) (Loewen-
stein et al. 2009; Whisstock and Lesk 2003). By extent, we
can then assume that protein X can be assigned the same
protein functional description and/or database identifiers
(ID) such as protein Y.

The reference data used for this purpose usually stems
from a single source, however, some protein function
annotation tools use multiple sources, e.g., InterProScan
(Jones et al. 2014). The latter provides several advantages:
reinforcement of annotation confidence (several indepen-
dent sources indicating the same function), improvement
of downstream data integration (wider variety of different
database IDs), and higher annotation coverage (wider
search space). Simultaneously, using multiple references
gives rise to various challenges, in particular, uncertainty
to define which annotation best represents the functional
role of a certain protein (especially when multiple sources
infer mutually exclusive functions) and dealing with the
introduction of redundancy. These disadvantages are
commonly addressed viamanual curation, however, this is
not feasible in large-scale projects. Many databases pro-
vide cross-linking (e.g., UniProt by the UniProt Consortium
(2019)), which permits automating this process by check-
ing for intersecting IDs, however, some functional anno-
tations only contain free-text descriptions. Applying the
same intersection methodology for text is not viable due to
human language’s intrinsic richness in confounders
(e.g., determiner “the”). This leads to the omission of such
functional annotations and may cause the exclusion of
potentially useful information. Through the use of text
mining techniques, it becomes possible to integrate these
functional annotations.
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Text mining is the process of exploring and analysing
large amounts of unstructured text data aided by software.
It allows identifying potential concepts, patterns, topics,
keywords, and other attributes in data (Gaikwad et al.
2014). A review by Zeng et al. (2015) has shown some of the
potential and diverse techniques and applications of text
mining in bioinformatics, some of which include literature
mining (Szklarczyk et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2018), protein
research (Verspoor et al. 2012), and ontologies (Slater et al.
2021).

We herein present UniFunc (Unified Functional
annotations), a text mining tool designed to assess the
similarity between functional descriptions, thus allowing
for the high-throughput integration of data from multiple
annotation sources. UniFunc is available at https://github.
com/PedroMTQ/UniFunc.

Results

UniFunc

UniFunc’s workflow is composed of four main steps:
(i) pre-processing, (ii) part-of-speech tagging (PoST), (iii)

token encoding and scoring (TES), and (iv) similarity
analysis. The first two steps comprise the natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) of the functional descriptions
(e.g., removing extra spaces and eliminating confounders),
the last two the text mining (i.e., text encoding and simi-
larity analysis). Figure 1 showcases UniFunc’s workflow
when comparing two functional descriptions, each step is
described in “Material and methods”.

While context dependant, wewill henceforth refer to an
annotationas a functional descriptionof a particular protein
(e.g., “glucose degradation”). Each annotation may contain
one or multiple sentences, which are composed of one or
multiple tokens (e.g., “glucose”). A collection of indepen-
dent annotations constitutes here the annotation corpus.

Benchmark

As validation, we downloaded all of Swiss-Prot’s (UniProt
Consortium 2019) protein entries (N = 563973, as of 2021/01/
16) and selected those that had a functional description, and
at least one EC number, Pfam (El-Gebali et al. 2019) ID, or
eggNOG (Huerta-Cepas et al. 2018) ID resulting in a valida-
tion dataset with 133,450 entries. We then generated two

Figure 1: Simplified overview of the UniFunc
workflow. UniFunc starts by extracting all
the IDs (cIDs and pIDs). It then removes
uninformative parts from the annotation
and splits it by sentences and tokens.
UniFunc then furthers processes the
tokens, by tagging each token, and only
keeping the most relevant tokens within
each annotation and these tokens are
encoded into TF-IDF scaled vectors. Finally,
the cosine distance between the two
annotation vectors and the Jaccard distance
between the pIDs are calculated. If any cIDs
intersected, the similarity score is 1, other-
wise, both previously mentioned distances
are used to calculate the entry’s similarity
score. Abbreviations used in this figure
include cIDs (common database identi-
fiers), pIDs (possible database identifiers),
PoST (part-of-speech tagging), and TES
(token encoding and scoring).
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sets of pairwise functional annotation comparisons. One set
of pairs with intersecting identifiers (positive cases) and the
other with non-intersecting identifiers (negative case). We
then calculated the similarity score of the functional de-
scriptions in each pairwise comparison using different
models. In order to understand the impact of the NLP and
text mining approach used in UniFunc we built a baseline
model that employs very simplistic pre-processing and text
encoding methods. We also compared UniFunc against a
SciSpacy (Neumann et al. 2019)model, a python library that
offers biomedical natural languageprocessingmodels.With
this pre-trainedSciSpacymodelweused the same simplistic
pre-processing as the baselinemodel. All threemodels used
the same similarity metric, i.e., cosine distance.

The results of this pairwise similarity comparison were
then compiled into threshold-specific confusion matrices,
where true positives (TP) correspond to pairs of entries with
intersecting identifiers and a similarity score above the
threshold, true negatives (TN) to non-intersecting identifiers
and a similarity score below the threshold, false positives
(FP) to non-intersecting identifiers and a similarity score
above the threshold, and false negatives (FN) to intersecting
identifiers and a similarity score below the threshold. These
matrices were then used to calculate several performance

metrics: Specificity = TN
TN+FP, Precision = TP

TP+FP, Recall = TP
TP+FN,

and Fβscore = ( 1+β2)×Precision×Recall
β2×Precision+Recall with β equal to 1. These

metrics are available in the Supplementary excel spread-
sheet. We then plotted precision and recall (Figure 2) with a
threshold ranging from0 to 1 in increments of 0.01. The area
under the ROC curve (AUC) was also calculated, with the
baselinemodel having anAUC of 0.835, UniFunc 0.868, and
SciSpacy 0.876.

Case studies

In the following section, we will provide two case studies
that will serve as examples for the potential application of

UniFunc. The first entails functionally annotating a sample
with multiple reference databases and using UniFunc for
integrating these different sources of functional annota-
tions. The second the generation of aHiddenMarkovModel
(HMM) reference database, using UniFunc to evaluate the
functional homogeneity of the HMM. Methodology details
are available in the “Case studies methodology” section.

Using multiple reference data sources

As an example, we annotated the proteome from the or-
ganismBacillus subtilis (Uniprot proteome IDUP000001570)
using HMMER (Roberts Eddy 2020) against two reference
databases (KOfam by Aramaki et al. 2020 andNCBI’s protein
family models by Lu et al. 2020).

Using as reference the KOfam HMMs and NCBI’s
protein family models (NPFM) we annotated 3324 and
2895 out of 4260 sequences, respectively. Combined, both
references annotated 3444 sequences. For each sequence,
we checked which functional annotations from KOfam
and NPFM shared IDs, those that shared IDs were identi-
fied as being functionally equal, of which 492 sequences
were found. The remaining sequences would then need to
be evaluated according to their functional annotation
description; doing so manually would only be feasible for
a select number of sequences (not feasible in a high-
throughput pipeline). As such, UniFunc was used to
evaluate the similarity of functional descriptions and thus
aid in the integration of these two reference data sources.
Using UniFunc, we calculated the similarity between the
functional annotation descriptions from KOfam and
NPFM. By setting a similarity threshold of 0.9 (merely an
example), we found that 266 were in functional agree-
ment. In this manner, we were able to integrate two
reference data sources into a single, non-redundant
annotation. A similar protocol could be applied for the
annotation of metagenome-assembled genomes or full
metagenomes.

Figure 2: Performance of the baseline and SciSpacy models and UniFunc according to precision and recall.
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Functional homogeneity of a protein cluster

During the creation of multiple sequence alignment-based
reference data sources, e.g., HMMs, it is common to cluster
protein sequences by their sequence and functional simi-
larity. UniFunc can automate functional similarity analysis.
As an example, we evaluated the functional homogeneity
and average pairwise sequence distance of a collection
(N = 4100) of clusteredArchaea protein sequences.We then
kept only the clusters with at least 10 proteins sequences
andwith aminimum80%of functionally annotated protein
sequences, resulting in 2516 clusters. We then used
UniFunc to measure the functional pairwise similarity
(i.e., cluster functional homogeneity) between each pair of
protein sequences within the clusters. These clusters were
further refined by setting a minimum of 0.9 functional ho-
mogeneity and a maximum average pairwise sequence
distance of 0.1, thus obtaining 2182 highly homogeneous
clusters (function and sequence-wise). These new clusters
could then be used to create highly-specific HMMs, which
could then be used to functionally annotate Archaea
samples.

Discussion

We have developed a method that processes and en-
codes free-text functional descriptions, allowing for high-
throughput pairwise similarity analysis, ultimately
enabling the comparison of functional annotations
obtained frommultiple sources.We designed UniFuncwith
two applications in mind, first to facilitate redundancy
elimination when consolidating protein function annota-
tions, secondly as a cross-linkingmechanism for functional
annotations devoid of IDs. While more sophisticated
methodologies have been applied in relatedfields (Lee et al.
2020; Neumann et al. 2019; Weber et al. 2021), we aimed to
create a method with low complexity that could be easily
integrated into more complex annotation pipelines.

UniFunc was developed to identify and eliminate
confounders (e.g., determiner “the”) from functional an-
notations (i.e., noise reduction). Without noise reduction,
annotations such as “this is an oxidase” and “this is a
kinase”may be indicated as being similar (three out of five
identical tokens). On the other hand, without noise
reduction, annotations such as “believed to be an oxidase”
and “this is an oxidase” may be indicated as being dis-
similar (two out of seven identical tokens). Fundamentally,
confounder elimination increases “purity” of annotations,
resulting in more polarized (close to 0 or 1) similarity
scores.

As seen in Figure 2 UniFunc can achieve high preci-
sion, in fact, initial convergence to high precision was
much faster for UniFunc than for the other models. This is
explained by the extreme distribution of the similarity
scores, which registers high density toward 0 or 1, whilst in
the other models they are more evenly distributed. This
extreme distribution of the scores confirms UniFunc’s
superior noise reduction ability, which is especially useful
when comparing functional descriptions with a high
amount of confounders (e.g., when comparing functional
annotations with multiple sentences).

Neither UniFunc nor the baseline model achieved high
recall at higher similarity thresholds. This can be explained
by the fact that while two functional annotations may
imply the same function (and thus share IDs), they may
also use different nomenclature (e.g., quercetin can also be
called meletin or xanthaurine). In these scenarios, a
comprehensive biological lexicon would be required, and
while such lexicons exist (Thompson et al. 2011), they are
usually behind pay-walls, which limits their use by open
source projects following FAIR principles set by Wilkinson
et al. (2016). Since several databases (e.g., Caspi et al. 2019;
Gene Ontology Consortium 2019) provide ontology sys-
tems, a future solution may be to use these to create a
lexicon from these. Improving UniFunc’s NLP (e.g., lem-
matization – “methyltransferase” to “methyl transfer
enzyme”), could aid in the reduction of false negatives.
Among various text mining techniques, word embedding
(Mikolov et al. 2013; Pennington et al. 2014) could prove
beneficial; this technique permits identifying tokens
as similar when they appear in similar contexts. This
could prove advantageous in UniFunc’s workflow
(i.e., specifically during part-of-speech tagging), where
instead of removing certain lexical tags (e.g., pronouns),
we could use word embedding to understand how related
two tokens are (e.g., “enzyme” is closer to “protein” than to
“gene”). Word embedding, or similar techniques, could
potentially improve UniFunc’s recall. However, this added
complexity could also reduce UniFunc’s robustness when
dealing with tokens absent or underrepresented in the
annotation corpus (e.g., some tokens appear only once
in the whole corpus). In addition, higher complexity
techniques also tend to bemore costly, both in term of time
and hardware requirements.

At higher thresholds, UniFunc had a higher recall than
the baseline model, while having similar precision. This is
again due to noise reduction and its resulting extreme
distribution of scores. Since the baseline model does not
eliminate confounders, its ability to produce high similar-
ity scores is reduced, leading to a lower recall when the
similarity threshold is too high. SciSpacy and UniFunc
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behaved very differently along the different thresholds.
UniFunc quickly achieved high precision at the expense of
a rapid decrease in recall, whereas SciSpacy only achieved
a higher precision at higher thresholds. Despite this, the
AUC difference between the twomodel was low, UniFunc’s
AUC was 0.008 lower than SciSpacy’s, in essence, both
have their own advantages. SciSpacy is applicable on a
broader range of scenarios, whereas UniFunc was specif-
ically implemented to compare protein function annota-
tions. On the other hand, we believe that UniFunc’s
implementation may offer more future-proofing as its
corpus can be updated by re-downloading Swiss-Prot’s
protein annotations and gene ontologies.

Overall, all models had an AUC above 0.8, indicating
that these performed well in predicting the correct classes
of the validation dataset. At a baseline, we consider Uni-
Func’s performance to be consistent (high precision) to
allow for its reliable use in the scenarios it was built for.
Future iterations will address UniFunc’s lower recall.

We have also provided two case studies where Uni-
Func could be easily applied. In the first, we have shown
that UniFunc can aid the integration of multiple reference
data sources. This methodology could also prove advan-
tageous when functionally annotating samples with very
specific reference data sources (e.g., Resfams Gibson et al.
2015). In addition, we have shown that UniFunc can be
used to measure functional homogeneity when creating
functional reference data sources.

In conclusion, while the standardization of functional
annotation data (including IDs and free-text) still consti-
tutes a challenge for successful data integration (Huang
and Lu 2016; Lapatas et al. 2015; Stein 2003), we have
shown that functional descriptions from multiple refer-
ences/sources can be successfully integrated using text
mining, complementing ID-based data integration.

Materials and methods

Baseline model workflow

In the baseline model, descriptions are split into tokens by using
spaces as delimiters. Each annotation is then encoded according to the
presence (1) or absence (0) of all tokens within both annotations
(i.e., one-hot encoding). For example, if the first annotation contains
the tokens (“lipids”, “degradation”) and the second (“glucose”,
“degradation”), the union of tokens would correspond to (“lipids”,
“glucose”, “degradation”).We then check the presence/absence of the
first token “lipids” in the first annotation: since it is present, we add a
“1” to the first annotation vector. We do the same for the second
annotation: since it is absent, we add “0” to the second annotation
vector. We repeat the same process for the second token “glucose”, so

the first annotation vector now is [1, 0] and the second [0, 1]. We then
do the same for all the remaining tokens (i.e., “degradation”) and
obtain, for each annotation, a vector with the number of token as
entries. Here, where the first annotation is encoded as [1, 0, 1] and the
second as [0, 1, 1]. One minus the cosine distance of these vectors will
correspond to the similarity of these two annotations.

UniFunc workflow

UniFunc’s workflow is comprised of four main steps: (i) pre-
processing, (ii) part-of-speech tagging, (iii) token encoding and
scoring, and (iv) similarity analysis. NLP includes steps i and ii, which
were tailored towards the removal of confounder tokens, thus pre-
serving only the most significant tokens within the functional
description. Steps iii and iv refer to the textminingpart of theworkflow
and involves the encoding of annotations, making them comparable.
Figure 1 shows an overview of UniFunc workflow.

Pre-processing: NLP starts with ID extraction via the use of regular
expressions in two manners, the first looks for common database IDs
(cID) patterns (i.e., enzyme ECs – Cornish-Bowden (2014); TCDB –
Saier et al. (2006), KO – Kanehisa and Goto (2000); TIGRfam – Haft
et al. (2013); Pfam – El-Gebali et al. (2019); COG – Tatusov et al. (2000);
andGO–GeneOntology Consortium (2019)), the secondfinds possible
IDs (pID) with the regular expression “[A−Z]+\d{3,}(\.\d+)?

([A−Z]+)?”, which captures “words”with capital letters followed by a
set of numbers (possibly followed by a dot and digits or more capital
letters). While ID structure varies, in our experience, this is the most
standardized format across multiple databases. Protein acronyms are
also captured by this regular expression, which, due to the increased
weight of pIDs in comparison to tokens, will increase the similarity
score of annotations containing the same protein acronyms. IDs are
put aside for later use during similarity analysis.

After ID extraction, the annotation is pre-processed, where
unnecessary punctuation and filler entities (e.g., extra spaces) are
removed, followed by standardization of nomenclature (e.g., “–>” to
“to”) and numerals (e.g., “III” to “3”). Annotations are then split into
sentences (sentence segmentation) and each sentence is split into
tokens (tokenization, e.g., “lipid degradation” is split into two tokens
“lipid” and “degradation”). Each plural token is then converted to its
singular form (stemming). Finally, we also aggregate certain tokens
(e.g., tokens “terminal” and “N” to token “terminal N”) into a single
token. Tokens within parentheses are removed (except when they are
acronyms) as, in our experience, they tend to contain tokens irrelevant
for similarity analysis (e.g., “Seems to play a role in the dimerization of
PSII [By similarity].”).

Part-of-speech tagging: Part-of-speech tagging (PoST) is the method
of lexically classifying/tagging tokens based on their definition and
context in the sentence. The aim here is the identification and elimi-
nation of tokens that could introduce noise during similarity analysis
(e.g., the very common determiner “the”). We use two taggers, a
custom tagger, and NLTK’s pre-trained Perceptron tagger (Bird et al.
2009; Honnibal 2013). The first tagger is independent of context and
uses Wordnet’s lexicon (Miller 1995) to identify the most common
lexical category of any given token. Should a token be present in
Wordnet’s lexicon, a list of potential lexical categories for the token is
given (e.g., noun, synonym, verb, etc.), the token is then assigned the
most common tag. To adjust this tagger’s lexicon to biological data,
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gene ontologies (Ashburner et al. 2000; Gene Ontology Consortium
2019) names, synonyms, and definitions are processed and tagged
(using the pre-trained Perceptron tagger). Those not classified as
adpositions, conjunctions, determinants, pronouns, or particles are
added to the custom tagger as nouns. Tokens are then classified by
both taggers, tokens untagged by the custom Wordnet tagger are
assigned the Perceptron’s tag. The Perceptron tagger is only used as a
backup since it has been pre-trained with the Penn Treebank dataset
(Taylor et al. 2003), thus its corpus is unspecific to UniFunc’s target
data. Finally, tokens that have not been tagged as adjectives, adverbs,
nouns, or verbs, that belong to a pre-compiled list of common bio-
logical terms, or are commonEnglish stopwords are removed from the
annotation. Ideally, more tag types would be removed (e.g., adverbs),
however, we found that doing so eliminated important tokens. In
addition, since some annotations may contain synonym tokens
(e.g., an annotation contains the token “identical” and another
annotation contains the token “equal”), we use Wordnet to find syn-
onyms and replace the respective tokens, such that both annotations
contain the same token. This is only applicable to the tokens kept after
PoST.

Token encoding and scoring: Token encoding is similar to the base-
line’smodel token encoding,with a key difference, unlike the baseline
model’s binary vector, UniFunc uses a Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) scaled vector. Therefore, the annota-
tion vectorswill contain only elementswith values ranging from0 to 1,
the higher the value themore important the token is in the annotation.
TF-IDF measures the importance of each token relative to an annota-
tion and the annotation corpus, therefore tokens that are frequent in a
single annotation but infrequent in the annotation corpus receive a
higher weight. TF-IDF has been successfully used in past projects,
such as Benabderrahmane et al. (2010) and Huang et al. (2012). As a
reference corpus, we downloaded all of Swiss-Prot’s protein entries
(N = 563973, as of 2021/01/16) and their respective functional
description (“Function [CC]”) and protein names, as well as the gene
ontologies “go.obo” file. From the go.obo file we extracted the
“name:”, “synonym:”, and “def:” entries, from the Swiss-Prot file, all
the functional descriptions and protein names. This datawas then pre-
processed (using the same method used by UniFunc) and split into
tokens, we then created a frequency table with the number of times
each token appeared in the corpus.

TF-IDF is calculated with the equation NW
TW × TC

NC, where NW is the

number of times a token appears in the annotation, TW the total
number of tokens in the annotation, TC the total number of annotation
in the annotation corpus, and NC the total number of times a certain
token appears in the corpus. We apply a log10 scale to reduce the
distance between the vectors’ elements and a MinMax scale to sort the
tokens by their intra-annotation importance.

Similarity analysis: Each functional description now has an associ-
ated set of IDs and an annotation vector. When two functional
descriptions share a cID (i.e., enzyme ECs, TCDB, KO, TIGRfam, Pfam,
COG, and GO), the similarity score corresponds to 1. When both
functional descriptions have pIDs we calculate the Jaccard distance
between these sets of pIDs and subtract it to 1, obtaining pIDs simi-
larity pIDsim. We then calculate the cosine distance between both
annotations and subtract it to 1 to obtain the annotation similarity
Docsim. If pIDsim is above 0, then the similarity score corresponds to
2×pIDsim+Docsim

3 , otherwise, it corresponds to Docsim.

SciSpacy models workflow

As an additional comparison we used on SciSpacy’s (Neumann et al.
2019) “en_core_sci_lg” model. SciSpacy offers biomedical natural
language processing models, which are integrated into the Spacy
(Honnibal et al. 2020) framework, a natural language processing
Python library. In this model, descriptions are split into tokens by
using spaces as delimiters (similarly to the baseline model).

Case studies methodology

For the “Using multiple reference data sources” case study the
functional annotations were generated by using HMMER’s hmmsearch
command against the KOfam and NPFM HMMs. Since NPFM provides
taxon-specific HMMs, protein sequences were annotated hierar-
chically, meaning that, if available, we used the HMMs respective to
each taxon of the B. subtilis taxonomic lineage (i.e., 131567>
2 > 1783272 > 1239 > 91061 > 1385 > 186817 > 1386 > 653685 > 1423). In each
hmmsearch iteration, only the protein sequences left to annotate were
used. The functional annotations metadata was then assigned to the
hits from HMMER’s output.

For the “Functional homogeneity of a protein cluster” case
study, a collection of 4570 archaeal genomes was downloaded from
different sources, 1162 from the UHGG collection of MGnify (Mitchell et
al. 2019), 371 from NCBI (Coordinators 2017), and 3037 from the GEM
catalogue (Nordberg et al. 2013). CheckM (Parks et al. 2015) was run on
the entire collection to ensure high-quality archaeomes (>50%
completeness, <5% contamination). Sourmash (Brown and Irber 2016)
was used to identify groups of highly similar genomes in the collection.
Similarity of genomes in each group was validated based on their GC
content and related taxonomy. Within each group of highly similar
genomes, a genome with the highest completeness and lowest
contamination was selected as a group representative. As a result, a
collection of 1681 non-redundant high-quality archaeal genomes was
composed and used to create archaea-specific HMMs. Protein-coding
genes were predicted with Prodigal (Hyatt et al. 2010), and functionally
annotated with Mantis (Queirós et al. 2020). MMseqs2 (Steinegger and
Söding 2017) was used to cluster proteins by sequence similarity.
Average pairwise distance of each cluster was calculated with Clustal
omega (Sievers et al. 2011). Protein clusters were used to build multiple
sequence alignments (MSAs) using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004), and the
MSAswere used to construct HMMsusingHMMER (Roberts Eddy 2020).

Model validation

In order to understand the performance impact of the NLP (context-
specific pre-processing and PoST) and encoding (TF-IDF scaled
document encoding) approach used by UniFunc, we compared its
performance against the previously described baseline model.

As a validation dataset, we started by downloading all the Swiss-
Prot (UniProt Consortium 2019) entries (N = 563973, as of 2021/01/16)
with the columns “Entry”, “Function [CC]”, “EC number”,”Cross-
reference (Pfam)”, and “Cross-reference (eggNOG)”. All the entries
with a functional description (“Function [CC]”), and at least one EC
number, Pfam ID, and eggNOG ID, were selected, resulting in a vali-
dation dataset with a total of 133,450 entries.

This dataset allows for the benchmark of each model’s ability to
correctly identify similar and non-similar functional descriptions,
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where similar functional descriptions should have intersecting iden-
tifiers (positive class), and non-similar descriptions non-intersecting
identifiers (negative class).

Each entry (with a set of IDs S1 and a description D1) in the vali-
dation dataset is paired with up to 500 other entries (with a set of IDs S2
and description D2) where S1 ∩ S2 ≠ ∅ (positive cases). We then
randomly selected an equal number of pairs where S1 ∩ S2 = ∅ (nega-
tive cases). As an example, a positive case for the entry “glucose
degradation K01” (S1 = {K01}) would be “enzyme that uses glucose as a
substrate K01 KO2” (S2 = {K01, K02}), whereas a negative case for the
sameentrywouldbe “lipiddegradationKO3” (S2= {K03}). In thepositive
case the ID KO1 is common to both entries ({KO1} ∩ {KO1,  KO2} ≠ ∅),
whereas in the negative case no IDs are shared ({KO1} ∩ {KO3} = ∅).
Assigning an equal number of positive and negative cases to each entry
ensures class balance which validates AUC as a global performance
metric (Jeni et al. 2013).

We then use UniFunc and the other models to calculate the
similarity score (SS) between each pair of entries’description. Finally,
confusion matrices are created with threshold (T) ∈ [0, 1,0.1],
where true positives (TP) = S1 ∩ S2 ≠ ∅ ∧ SS ⩾ T, true negatives
(TN) = S1 ∩ S2 = ∅ ∧ SS < T, false positives (FP) = S1 ∩ S2 =
∅ ∧ SS ⩾ T, and false negatives (FN) = S1 ∩ S2≠ ∅ ∧ SS < T. The test
case entries are the same for all models. During benchmark, UniFunc
does not use IDs for similarity analysis.
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